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IIQm -UII 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.924 0.614 0.334 0.167 0.085 0.043 be defined as a formal linear combination in the group algebra. Following work by Solomon (1976) , Gessel (1988) has shown that the Ak generate a commutative algebra. Theorem 1 gives a novel proof for an explicit expression of the primitive idempotents of this algebra, showing that it is generated by a formal sum corresponding to a GSR shuffle. This is related to recent work by Garsia and Reutenauer (1989) on free lie algebras, by Gerstenhaber-Schack (1987) , Loday (1989) and Hanlon (1990) on Hodge decompositions of Hochschild homology.
In Section 4 we derive approximations to the total variation distance between the distribution after m shuffles and the uniform distribution. Here, if Sn is the symmetric group, U the uniform probability [so U(r) = 1/n!] and Qm the Gilbert-Shannon-Reeds probability after m shuffles, then the total variation distance is defined as Table 1 gives the total variation distance for 52 cards. Table 1 shows that the total variation distance stays essentially at its maximum of 1 up to 5 shuffles, when it begins to decrease sharply by factors of 2 each time. This is an example of the cutoff phenomena described by Aldous and Diaconis (1986) Thus, the variation distance tends to 1 with 0 small and to 0 with 0 large. A partial version of Theorem 2 has been proved by very different arguments in Aldous (1983) . Thorp (1973) gives further references to the analysis of shuffling.
2. A card trick. Rising sequences, the basic invariant of riffle shuffling, were discovered by magicians Williams and Jordan at the beginning of this century. A rising sequence is a maximal subset of an arrangement of cards, consisting of successive face values displayed in order. Rising sequences do not intersect, so each arrangement of a deck of cards is uniquely the union of its rising sequences. For example, the arrangement A, 5, 2, 3, 6, 7, 4 consists of the two rising sequences A, 2, 3, 4, and 5, 6, 7, interleaved together.
Suppose that a deck consists of n cards, arranged 1, 2, ... , n. If a riffle shuffle divides the deck into packets of k and n -k cards, then riffling together these packets interleaves cards 1, 2, . .., k with cards k + 1, . .. , n.
This creates two rising sequences: Cards 1, 2, . . ., k remain in relative order within the deck, as do cards k + 1, k + 2,. ., n. Successive shuffles tend to double the number of rising sequences (until the capacity of the deck is approached), so shuffling a 52 card deck three times usually creates eight rising sequences. From these eight rising sequences, one can reconstruct exactly how the deck was shuffled.
This analysis of shuffling is the basis for a terrific card trick called " Premo" by Jordan. The performer removes a deck of cards from its case, hands it to a spectator and turns away from the spectators: "Give the deck a cut and a riffle shuffle. Give it another cut and another shuffle. Give it a final cut. I'm sure you'll agree that no living human could know the name of the top card. Remove this card, note its value, and insert it into the pack. Give the pack a further cut, a final shuffle, and a final cut."
Now the performer takes back the pack, spreads it in a wide arc on the table, and, after staring intensely, names the selected card.
To explain, consider what happens instead if the deck is never cut and the card is moved after the final shuffle. After three shuffles, the deck will usually have eight rising sequences, each consisting of an average of six and-a-half cards. Moving a card from the top to the middle of the deck usually creates a ninth rising sequence consisting of only the moved card, which is easily spotted.
What effect do cuts have on this analysis? Cuts respect the cyclic order of a deck, where card 1 follows card n. If we imagine the deck to be arranged in a loop, then cutting the deck rotates the loop. Thus, by allowing a spectator to cut the deck as often as desired, the performer merely gives up knowing where the loop starts. A riffle shuffle doubles this loop onto itself, analogous to the way that squaring doubles the unit circle in the complex plane onto itself. A search for successive face values in cyclic order winds once through an unshuffled deck and twice through a once shuffled deck. Depending on where the deck is taken to begin, this winding sequence could break up into two or three rising sequences.
If we view both the positions and face values of cards as having a cyclic order, then we can graph arrangements of cards on a torus, viewed as the product of two cycles. An unshuffled deck embeds as a (1, 1)-cycle and a once shuffled deck embeds as a (2, 1)-cycle. One sees that rising sequences are an artifact of where the torus is cut to make a square.
Define the winding number of a deck to be the number of laps required to cycle through the deck by successive face values. A deck begins with winding number 1; each of the first few shuffles of a deck doubles its winding number. Moving a card usually increases the winding number by 1. We can identify the moved card by associating a count with each card, giving the total number of cards between its predecessor and successor, as we follow the winding sequence through the deck: Let a(i) give the position of card i, and let d(i, j) be the least positive integer so d(i, j) = o(j) -o-(i) (mod n). Then we associate with each card i the count d(i -1, i) + d(i, i + 1) -1. Ideally, the moved card will sit on its own lap of the winding sequence and its count will be the only count greater than n.
The trick as described is not sure-fire. To investigate, we performed various Monte Carlo experiments. As expected, the trick is most successful when the card is moved after the final shuffle. We programmed a computer to shuffle the cards m times according to the GSR distribution, cut the deck uniformly at random, move the top card to a binomially distributed position and then cut the deck again. From here, the computer made and scored its guesses as to which card was moved, using the strategy described above: Given k guesses, it chose the k cards with highest counts, breaking ties at random (see Table 2 ).
With three shuffles, the trick succeeded in 84% of 1,000,000 trials. With two guesses allowed, the success rate went up to 94%. This is a reasonable rate to aspire to in practice; if the performer suspects two cards, a leading question like "your card was a red card" will resolve the ambiguity. Table 2 gives results for m shuffles, 2 < m < 12, and k guesses at the card, k = 1, 2, 3,13,26.
In studying these numbers, we were most struck by the results for many shuffles. Already at four shuffles, this trick is terrible magic, but even at eight shuffles, it can still make a great bet: Betting even money on being able to pick the moved card with 26 guesses, one enjoys nearly a 10% advantage. This is startling, considering that people rarely shuffle eight times in practice.
Observe also that the advantage halves after each shuffle, in the limit. Trying to explain this effect lead us to the results in the remainder of this paper.
We conclude this section with a brief history of the magical use of riffle shuffles. The earliest clear application of rising sequences that we know of is due to C. 0. Williams, a respected inventor of magic who worked at the turn of A much more sophisticated set of applications was invented by the American Jordan, who was an inventor of magic, designer of radios, professional contest winner and chicken farmer. The first mention of his work appears in Jordan (1916) . This contains a description of a trick called "long distance mindreading." In effect, "you mail an ordinary pack of cards to anyone, requesting them to shuffle and select a card. He shuffles again and returns only half the pack to you, not intimating whether or not it contains his card. By return mail you name the card he selected."
Further information on the mathematics of shuffling can be found in Gardner (1966 Gardner ( , 1977 .
Shuffles and their generalizations.
The Gilbert-Shannon-Reeds model for shuffling has alternate descriptions, and a natural generalization to shuffles that begin with the deck being cut into a packets, with a ? 2; the various packets are then riffled together. Given ji, cut off the top j1 cards, the next j2 cards and so on, producing a or fewer packets. Shuffle the first two packets using the GSR shuffle described in Section 1. Then shuffle this combined packet with packet 3, and so forth. This is equivalent to riffling all a packets together at once, where if there are Ai cards remaining in each heap, the chance that the next card will drop from heap i is Ai/(A1 + -.. +Aa).
Shuffles of this type are performed by casinos to mix several decks. For example, 104 cards are sometimes mixed by cutting into four piles, shuffling packets 1 and 2 together, then packets 3 and 4 together and finally 1 and 2 into 3 and 4. This is equivalent to a 4-shuffle. where r is the number of rising sequences in Tr.
PROOF. Using the maximum entropy description, this probability is determined by the number of ways of cutting an ordered deck into a packets, so v is a possible interleaving. Because each packet stays in order as the cards are riffled together, each rising sequence in the shuffled deck is a union of packets. Thus, we want to count the number of ways of refining r rising sequences into a packets.
We emulate the classical stars and bars argument, counting arrangements of cuts on the ordered deck before shuffling: At least one cut must fall between each successive pair of rising sequences of n, but the remaining cuts can be located arbitrarily. Thus, the n cards form dividers creating n + 1 bins, into which the a -r spare cuts are allocated. There are a + ) -r ways of doing this. There are an possible a-shuffles in all, giving the stated probability. Ol One could keep track of the packet structure of a shuffle by coloring the packets before they are riffled together. Then the above enumeration counts colorings of 7r which look like they came from a shuffle. This interpretation of the proof of Theorem 3 is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 .
We first proved this theorem via the geometric description of a-shuffles, viewing them as baker's transformations on the n-cube. With Laurie Beckett's help, we were able to isolate from this proof the purely combinatorial argument given above. The word AM11 has a natural shuffle interpretation: remove a card at random and put it back on top. This generates a probability on Sn represented as (l/n)(id + AM11) in the group algebra. Aldous and Diaconis (1986) show that it takes n log n + cn iterations to get close to uniform. give arguments entirely analogous to the ones in the present paper, for a generalization of these shuffles.
Descents and rising sequences can be defined for any Coexter group. For example, the hyperoctahedral group Bn of symmetries of an n-dimensional cube can be represented as the group of all n by n signed permutation matrices. If we write these matrices as signed permutations and order the letters so -n < * * -1 < 1 < ... < n, then descents and rising sequences can be defined as usual. There is a card shuffling interpretation to the descent algebra: If a packet of k cards is cut off, flipped over and riffled face up into the remaining n -k cards according to the GSR distribution, then the resulting distribution can be represented as a linear combination of the identity and group elements with one rising sequence. Section 5 develops this further. 4. The approach to uniformity. This section analyzes the approach to uniformity. We derive approximations when n is large after m shuffles, with m = 32 1g2 n + 0. For notational convenience, write m = log2(n3/2c), so c = 20 satisfies 0 < c < oo. The arguments use the asymptotics of Eulerian numbers. Asymptotics and exact results are compared at the end of this section.
We first develop a local limit theorem. This gives a tractable approximation for the probability that m shuffles will result in a given permutation. PROPOSITION 1. Let Qm(r) = (2m +n -r)/2mn be the probability of a permutation with r rising sequences after m shuffles from the GSR distribution. Note that m = log2(n3/2c) has c inside the logarithm, so c = 2' where j is the number of shuffles beyond 32 1g2 n that have been performed. It follows that the variation distance tends to 0 exponentially in j for j positive. It tends to 1 doubly exponentially in j for j negative.
REMARK 2. The asymptotics show that about 3 1og2 n shuffles are needed to mix up n cards. Table 3 gives exact computations of variation distance for a number of popular deck sizes. Each deck size shows the cutoff phenomenon. Variation distance decreases by a factor of 2 after each shuffle following the cutoff. For comparison, Table 4 gives 2 10g2 n for these deck sizes. 5. Three developments.
5.1.
A different distance. The total variation distance, while standard in probability theory, can be difficult to explain to nonspecialists. The following alternative distance has proved useful and is of interest on its own. Consider the following problem: A deck of cards is face down on the table. A guesser tries to guess at the cards one at a time. After each guess, the current top card is turned over to reveal its value and then discarded. If the guesser believes that the deck is well mixed, the optimal strategy is to guess any card first (chance 1/52 of being correct) and thereafter guess a card known to be in the deck. The expected number of correct guesses is 1 1 -5+ -+ ++1=4.54. 52 51
With n cards, the number correct is asymptotically normal with mean log n and variance log n. Suppose that the deck has been riffle shuffled k times, where k is unknown. The starting assignment is assumed known. We do not know the optimal strategy. A conjectural optimal strategy was used to produce Table 5 .
The table shows the result of a Monte Carlo experiment. Each cell is based on 100,000 trials. A cell shows the average number of correct guesses. The first row shows results for k shuffles alone. The second row shows results for k shuffles followed by a binomial (52, 2) cut.
With or without a cut, after five shuffles, the strategy gives two extra cards correct on average. After six shuffles, this goes down to about one, then it decreases by a factor of roughly two.
The strategy used is simple to describe and conjectured to be optimal for each k. If the deck has not been cut, guess the original top card as the first guess. As successive guesses are made and successive cards are revealed, check these cards off on a list of the deck in its original order. In general, such a list will have checked off cards and possible cards. Take a longest block of consecutive possible cards and guess the topmost card.
If the deck has been cut, the first card guessed is random and thereafter the above strategy is used starting with the first revealed card cycled to the top of the list. Both strategies are based on ideas of Michael McGrath.
Analysis of shuffles with a random cut. Michael McGrath has derived
a simple closed form expression for the chance that a deck of n cards is in final At the heart of Beal's argument is the following combinatorial fact: After two GSR shuffles of a deck of n cards, imagine straightening the cards out by removing the face up cards, keeping them in the same relative order, and placing them face down on top. The resulting random permutation has a GSR distribution.
A practical application arises in shuffling cards with oriented backs. There, one wants the arrangement of faces as well as the up-down pattern of the backs to be random. These orientations are significant for Tarot cards.
An analog of the algebraic results in Section 3 has been developed for Bn by Bergeron (1990) and Bergeron and Bergeron (1990, 1991) .
